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1  healthy
Due to the use of D3 white glues tilo
natural floors are produced absolutely
free from formaldehyde. For the holistic
consideration of health and ecology in
manufacture tilo parquet floors have been
awarded the biological seal of quality.

2  natural
The top layer of your tilo natural floor
consists of solid wood to the core. In
combination with a natural, oiled surface
tilo provides you with optimum floors of
nature – ecological, gentle on resources
and healthy. Nature is very important to
tilo. Select raw materials are processed
efficiently, gently and in line with 
ecological principles. tilo holds the 
FSC certificate.

3  aesthetic
tilo natural floors afford a great variety
of precious wood species, assortments
and designs – the aesthetic highlights 
for exactly the world of living you’d like 
to stay in. Overall beauty, carefully 
processed in every detail.

4  safe
30 and/or 15 years of guarantee on 
a quality that keeps what tilo has 
promised: optimum moisture of the
wood, maximum precision fit and 
accuracy as well as quick and easy
installation due to tiloFIX connection. 
Your tilo natural floor will fit, for sure.

5  durable
Layer by layer, tilo natural floors afford
stability and living comfort for many
years: minimum gap formation due to
tight cohesion, easy to refurbish due to
a solid top layer, as well as perfectly
suitable for underfloor heating.

5 good reasons to opt for a tilo natural floor.

tilo quality guarantee
tilo GmbH, Lohnsburg, grants a quality guarantee on its products. The guarantee
covers any hidden defects of the floor caused by defects of material or manufacture
occurring within the guarantee period. Any obvious and visible defects must be
notified prior to installation. The guarantee covers only initial installation of the 
product in living quarters of normal use, except for damp locations. Please observe
the terms of guarantee!

tilo solid wood parquettilo 2-ply parquet

tilolino engineered linoleum floor tilo cork engineered parquettilo hobo veneer floor

tilo inline design parquet

tilo 3-strip parquet tilo single plank parquet tilo compact engin. parquet 2.5

tilo range of natural floors

The "Austria Mark of Quality”
for products of Austrian origin, as a guarantor 
for domestic quality.Title page: maple / 3-strip parquet
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tilo parquet floors bright

ash / inline design parquet maple euro. / 3-strip parquet

<  oak SNOW / single plank parquet

If you want to breathe freely you have 
to admit nature to your living. With tilo.
Pleasure marked by freedom. 3-strip parquet and single plank parquet, 
two absolute floor classics, are captivating with bright surface variants
elegantly marked, and with a finely nuanced play of space and light.
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tilo parquet floors 
reddish

tilo parquet floors simply achieve more: 
The high-quality design of the single plank
gives the room an ambience of classic
beauty – whichever style of living you 
prefer. The slightly reddish tinge of the
wood imparts a decent vitality, the 
generosity of the precisely fitting planks
affords expanse and open space. A floor
with a personality. By tilo.

Create space in
your life for the joys
of total relaxation.

thermal larch / single plank parquet

doussié / 3-strip parquetcherry americ. / single plank parquet

<  larch / single plank parquet
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tilo parquet floors dark
Beauty that 
doesn’t fade. 
Dark floors of 
noble wood. 
A timeless trend.
With a wide range of parquet types 
in a variety of attractive grades, the
dark living spaces from tilo offer the
ideal selection for stylish perspectives
in modern living. Discover the many
nuances of dark wood: High-quality
surfaces of walnut, acacia, smoked
and thermal oak, or even the exotic
precious woods wenge and bamboo
await you.

<  walnut / compact engineered 
parquet 2.5 slimline

oak / inline design parquet

Genuinely classic or airily modern, 
vividly grained or fluently elegant,
stylish or exotic, and in numerous 
shades: Among the dark tilo worlds 
of living you’ll find the floor of your 
dreams – in a quality that keeps 
what tilo has promised.

oak STONE / single plank parquet Alpin

acazia / 3-strip parquet smoked oak / inline design parquet  >
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oak Highland / solid wood parquet oak Old Style / solid wood parquet

oak structured / solid wood parquet

thermal oak / single plank parquet 

oak EARTH / single plank parquet 

The foundation of a
modern style of living.
Your tilo parquet floor.
The future of living is as manifold as are your 
individual creative impulses. Among the dark 
tilo worlds of living you’ll find the right natural 
floor for your personal dreams of living.
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tilo veneer floors Hobo
Good prospects
with real wood –
Hobo for real 
pleasure!

Trendy, high-class, low-cost: Hobo veneer floors by tilo are the perfect alternative to design parquet
floors. Enjoy the timeless beauty of select real wood veneers, with excellent soundproofing and 
extremely hard-wearing. Our range of Hobo veneer floors is as manifold as are your individual creative
impulses. The range of colours reaches from bright to reddish to dark, the grains from quiet to vivid. 

walnut / oak creme / Hobo single plank maple / Hobo Longline

maple / Hobo Longline

pear tree / Hobo 3-strip

indentation 
resistance and 
stability due to high
density fibre board

low installation 
height

with natural cork 
sound impact

With new Twist MAXX varnish seal 
suitable for use category 23 (private) 
and/or 31 (commercial).

Recommended for 
extensively used living 
quarters. 

Recommended for 
commercial areas
with low or part-time use.

With Hobo veneer floors tilo offers you a
unique range of 63 products in various
wood species, gradings and designs 
for every style of living and furnishing.
Veneer floors combine the noble 
aesthetics of real wood with extreme
durability and longevity. The varnish
finish Twist MAXX makes your Hobo
veneer floor even easier to clean and
ensures a “maxximum” of durability for
heavy use.

Inline

3-strip

Single plank

Longline
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tilolino linoleum floors

The power and beauty of the elements:
floors, as manifold as the colours of our world.
Nature, aesthetics and quality in perfect harmony: tilolino engineered floors of linoleum combine a maximum of 
naturalness in terms of material and production with a multitude of timelessly beautiful colours and formats, as well 
as an excellent durability combined with a comfortable and warm surface. In the tilolino worlds of colours you are 
greeted by a great variety of linoleum floors for your personal style of furnishing and colouring, as well as for all 
applications in your rooms – from the kitchen to the childen’s room to the living rooms and bedrooms.

vulcano / tilolino linoleum floor pantera / tilolino linoleum floor

<  lime / tilolino linoleum floor

resistant to 
stains and 
chemicals

resilient, 
gentle on
joints

naturally
antibacterial

heat and sound
insulating

suitable for castors
(type W - soft)

easy to clean
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tilo cork engineered 
parquet 

rustico beige / cork engineered parquet

brunero / cork engineered parquet 

vega creme / cork engineered parquet

Classic quality, modern aesthetics –
fully in line with the trend. With cork.
By tilo.

tilo cork engineered parquet is a
highly aesthetical and modern 
flooring. The broad range of colours
and cork decors affords innumerable
design alternatives. Get inspired by
the rich variety of styles: tilo cork
floors will always strike the right 
note – in the children’s room, the
bedroom, but also in a more 
elevated ambience. The varnished
surface finish Twist MAXX makes
your cork floor fit for heavy use, thus
providing an eco-friendly alternative
to conventional floors such as 
carpets, PVC, laminate floors, or
even floor tiles.

With new Twist MAXX varnish seal
suitable for use category 23 (private)
and/or 31 (commercial).

Recommended for 
extensively used 
living quarters

Recommended for 
commercial areas with 
low or part-time use
.
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Maintenance Oil Soap Active Cleaner

Benefits of installation using the tilo FIX system

■ positive, mechanical locking system
■ quick, simple, safe and clean
■ self-aligning and self-locking
■ high tensile force, both lengthwise 

and crosswise
■ easy diagonal installation
■ surface without gaps, no separation of blocks
■ precise and perfect profiling

Additionally, in case of parquet:
■ locking of lengthwise edge and short end in one step
■ short end with solid wood insert (birch instead of HDF)
■ patented cross locking powerFIX

Suitable for underfloor heating
If installed professionally tilo natural floors are suitable for installation on low-temperature underfloor heating.
However, observe the following hints: During the heating season gaps may appear between the individual 
natural floor planks, especially in case of excessive surface temperature or low air humidity. Such gaps will
appear in engineered parquets because of the natural swelling and shrinkage of the wood. It can not be 
prevented for physical reasons. Especially the wood species maple and beech tend to increased gap formation.

tilo Product information & accessories

Twistplus varnishing – hard-wearing surfaces for tilo parquet floors.
Kind on the environment with no formaldehyde or solvents: The seal penetrates deep into the covering layer of the
floor and ensures the highest level of resistance. The surface created is hard and elastic at the same time with a
stunningly beautiful silky matt gleam.

MAXX Naturale - The new ULTRA MATT varnished surface – with the beauty of an oiled finish.
tilo MAXX Naturale combines the visual and palpable advantages of an oiled finish with the wear resistance and
durability of the proven tilo varnished finish. The extremely matt finish retains the noble appearance of untreated
wood and makes your floor extremely hardwearing and easy to clean. Moreover, tilo MAXX Naturale is eco-friendly 
and free of formaldehyde and solvents. Get touched – by natural beauty exciting all your senses.

Vital UV Oil Finish – an ecological and permanent protection for your tilo natural floor.
The tilo Vital UV Oil Finish has natural oils as its main ingredient making an important contribution to a healthy
atmosphere for living: the floor retains an exclusive silky, gleaming appearance while the wood surface retains
all its wonderfully appealing feel to the touch. A final small additon of acrylate boosts the hard wearing qualities.

Vital Natural Oil Finish – the most natural protection for tilo parquet floors.
For the sake of a healthy living environment: The air-dried Vital Natural Oil Finish consists of 99% vegetable oil 
constituents. The traditional oil system is applied to the wood and carefully dried in a time and work intensive 
process. The silky gleaming surface retains its open pores providing direct contact with the delightful warmth 
of the wood.

Linopol Acryl-Finish – surface protection for tilolino linoleum engineered floors.
Linopol – a protective film on the surface – provides ideal protection against dirt and damage during the building
phase. The finish consists of an environmentally compatible polyacrylate added as a final thin coating during
production of the linoleum. After installation a basic care with tilo Freshen Up may be applied onto Linopol.

Twist MAXX – the ultimate varnish protection for Hobo and Cork.
Suitable for castors, dirt resistant and so easy to clean: Twist MAXX is a revolutionary varnish system based on top
quality raw materials and cutting-edge nanotechnology. The surface has six coats of UV hardened varnish, it is 
elastic, level and smooth and gives a 4-5 times better abrasion performance than ever before plus optimal protection
from scratches and wear.

Freshen up Cleaner RemoverNaturale Fresh

The right care for each floor. Make sure you use only the recommended 
and top quality care product.

Perfect care and cleaning for your tilo natural floor.

Wood is a natural material, each piece a unique specimen with a unique structure. The individual strips are composed in various
selection processes, i.e. gradings, for the fabrication of the planks. The gradings „Select“ and „Elegance“ feature a quiet and
harmonious overall appearance, the gradings „Country“ and „Viva“ show a more vivid visual effect due to more varied tinges and
structures of the strips. Somewhere in between there are „Harmony“ and „Classic“. As solid wood planks, „Windsor” and „Cottage” 
create an extraordinarily aesthetic spectrum for the entire living area.

Make the best choice with tilo – 
the range of parquet floors of nature.
■ Solid wood parquet
■ inline design parquet
■ Single plank parquet
■ 3-strip Parquet
■ Compact engineered parquet 2.5
■ 2-ply parquet

Floor mouldings Stair edges

tilo offers a very wide range of different 
skirting profile shapes for the ideal finish 
to your floor. With our stair edge profiles for single plank parquet, 3-strip parquet and 

hobo veneer floors, you can create nearly uninterrupted transitions between
tilo floors and stairs. Simply click the floor section into the step for a seamless
connection.

Stair edges parquet floors 2x coveredStair edges parquet floors 1x covered
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tilo GmbH, A-4923 Lohnsburg, Magetsham 19
Tel. +43(0)7754-400-0, Fax +43(0)7754-400-140, E-Mail: office@tilo.com, www.tilo.com

The future lies wherever natural values are combined
with the power of innovation.

Kaplan Medal Best project of the FFF
campaign Wood Research
Sector "Technology”

Wood marketing prize

Franz Schrattenecker 

CEO

Nature is our guide.
The entire tilo corporate philosophy is true to this
principle – from the ecological energy technologies
we apply at our company location in Lohnsburg,
Austria, right through our entire production
process to the finished tilo floor. The simple fact
is there is no better teacher or more creative
driving force than our natural habitat.

When you choose a tilo floor you are choosing
the quality our Earth produces: healthy, natural,
aesthetically satisfying, safe and long lasting.

Outstanding and select product quality.
“Constantly re-examine accepted procedures and ceaselessly
look for innovative solutions.” The highly qualified tilo professio-
nals use all the best and latest in cutting-edge technology
to implement Franz Schrattenecker’s mission statement and
produce the superb award-winning tilo natural floors. The
highest in quality and precision processing assures perfection
in precision fit and a sensationally satisfying way to live that
lasts and lasts.
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